ReadIT 3.0 Preview

Functions and features
We are happy to announce that ReadIT is getting a massive upgrade!
Version 3.0 of ReadIT offers many new expansions and features. Some of the features are
well‐known, but re‐defined and re‐built from the ground up. ReadIT has been completely
re‐written from scratch and we are excited to show you what we’ve been working on.

Brand new Interface

The new interface is fresh and simple, while still maintaining the trademark look of our utility. There
are now 4 different themes to pick from with the possibility of a custom one, to make it look sleek
and non‐intrusive on your website:

Standard:

Business:

Dark:

Light:

More functions!

Multi‐lingual dictionary

The new ReadIT has an extended, community‐based dictionary powered by Glosbe. Supports many
languages and extended language support!

Helping ruler

The new implemented ruler is a fantastic helping aid for reading along with the reader. In future
versions, a “Mask” option will be added, giving the choice to the user if they would like a mask or a
ruler to help them read.

All the default settings in ReadIT can be changed as the website owner desires! If the user makes
changes, they will stay in the user’s localstorage and be remembered for future websites visits.

There is a library of new things that we’ve introduced to the new ReadIT:

Read on hover
In the final version of the product, the Read on hover option will allow you to hover over a paragraph
and have it read out, without the need to mark text manually. The timeout on how long you need to
hover over the text to have it read out, can be changed in the “More settings” menu.

Speed
You can change the speed you’d like to have the text read out to the user’s most suitable
prefference. This happens locally without the need for a new file being sent out from the server,
which saves traffic and time, resulting in a quicker and more responsive product!

Voice

Every language will have a male and a female language, powered by Acapella’s voice synthesis.

Language
Every edition of ReadIT comes with two languages (three or more language support can be arranged)

Save audio
The user can download the audio file they’ve listened to.

Theme
The user can select a theme which is the easiest for them to use.

More settings! (reserved for next iterations of the product)

The extended settings menu will have many options that are a first for online accessibility. Options to
pause between words for better dictation, custom highlight themes and many more to come! Final
versions of the product will demonstrate what the most reliable and responsive online web‐reader
should look like.

We hope you stick around for the release of our brand new product, giving website visitors a better
experience!
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